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Edward T. Centered in South Asia, India is in prime location for Asian expansion. Orders sent from the central
location of Moonpig, in New Delhi are within market coverage of towns and cities. Unlike conventional or
vertical integration Hollensen, , Moonpig will operate under a producerconsumer strategy. Under Government
regulations that over the years many foreign and domestic companies have bypassed, the company will also
employ locally to aid in employment growth within the city and will honor equal pay rights. Local production
allows better interaction with local customer needs concerning product design, delivery and service. The
Indian consumer market is growing, and there is a need for personal, family orientated products to reflect their
high value culture. The products are personalised and are therefore not generic to fall under the manufacturer
wholesalers retailer consumers integration system. The company apologised and said it had compensated those
who were affected. Rather than taking a skimming or penetration approach, Moonpig will start at market
pricing, where the final price is based on competitive pricing Hollensen,  Should the product be produced
domestically, Moonpig could not follow through with the time commitments. Whilst a greeting card is a low
risk purchase, the Indian consumer is value focused, and wants a product they can be confident in, regardless
of price. As in the UK market, orders will be delivered via the national postal service Indiapost. By basing the
company in the city, the company can directly target the consumers they are after, and are within postal and
delivery range. Currency issues need to be considered as well. Today, the UK holds the strongest and highest
grossing greeting card industry in the world, with over? With the economy strongly dependant on its internal
market and external trade, the country has seen a vast increase in the growth rate of their trade, currently
accounting for 1. India currently sits as the 12th largest economy in the world. Whilst equipment and products
card, ink etc. Nagy1 Gene Lee 2 Arthur Swersey3 As part of an industry with generous profit margins and
high barriers to entry, American th Greetings had spent decades in a comfortable position. Rather than
dispensing their traditional values, Indians are wrapping moderninity around their traditional core values and
beliefs. Nanni, Jr. Moonpig will benefit being close to foreign customers and this method reflects the nature of
the company- personalised cards that are printed locally, and delivered on the same working day, or following
day. Initial insight into the greeting card industry and Moonpig as a brand, will also aid in the analysis of the
potential market, as well as building the marketing plan. When quoting pricing for India, the US Dollar will be
used. Framework to establish the owner of the Ticekt at the first assignment needs to be agreed. I was the first
person to become the doctor in my family. Using Indiapost, Moonpig will have a reliable distribution method.
Similar to the UK promotion strategy, other online techniques will be used in order to raise awareness of the
brand and send traffic to the website. Moonpig also benefits from avoiding local tariffs and non-tariff barriers
by producing goods locally. With over 1. Growing back in India, I was expected to be a doctor or an engineer
as every student that did well at school. The price reflects the quality and the personalization of the card, and
is of little risk to a consumer to initially try. With strong backing from Indian governments for the
development of foreign brands in the market, Moonpig will obtain support for the introduction of their product
into the Indian market. At 77, compare to world average of  The purpose of this essay is to discuss the
economic analysis of a particular business plan based on the company SendOutCards.


